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Dusan Džamonja, like the poets of the past,
is a “public” sculptor.
He has dedicated, without rhetoric,
almost all his work to his country, to the heroes and
to the victims of the Second World War.

Džamonja, born in 1928, grew up in a dramatic period

There seems, however, to be a basic duality, if not

in his country’s history. Although he was too young to

an actual contradiction, in Džamonja’ s work. He is a

take an active part in the fighting, he was well aware

“public” sculptor in his large memorial monuments, but

of the extraordinary significance of those events. The

his constant research and interest in the development

Resistance in Yugoslavia was a national epic. After

of new forms and experimental techniques are

the war, the relentless battle which had been waged

characteristic of the contemporary modern movement,

against Nazism and Fascism developed into a social

specifically of the avant-garde. In other words, who

revolution which, fusing together the different ethnic

is Džamonja? An official artist who, be it with great

components of the country, turned Yugoslavia into a

restraint, celebrates the glorious deeds of his native

great European nation, both socially and culturally

land and extols a revolutionary ideology, or an artist

advanced. The Resistance and the Revolution had

who, firmly convinced of the autonomy of art, examines

one great popular hero: Tito. It is thanks to him that

and verifies its every aspect with an almost scientific

Yugoslavia could turn to socialism without becoming

approach? Is it possible to commit art to a grandiose

dependent on the Soviet Union and was able to

public role when, being intrinsically experimental, it

develop into a modern industrial nation independent

is not even certain of its own survival? Džamonja has

of European and American capital. Džamonja has been

designed and built many commemorative monuments

much more than a mere interpreter of the European

and could not be oblivious to the fact that, because of

stature of this Balkan country: it is due especially to

its very traditions and function, sculpture is closely

him that Yugoslavia has not remained outside the great

linked to the ideal figures celebrated in monument

contemporary movements.

and statue. Both monument and statue have always

been associated with the structure of society and with

Other artists - for example Henry Moore - have created

history: and it is, in fact, through them that historical

monumental sculpture inspired by historical events,

events take on moral connotations and thus gain

but without specific memorial or commemorative

social significance. These are statuary forms which

aims. Certainly none of these artists considered that

reveal and propose (or impose) certain ideals and

he was offering his services to the political status-

values, conferring on them, through their own claim to

quo. Džamonja is the only one of this group who

universality and immortality, permanence and stability.

found himself, from the very outset, at the heart of

But are statue and monument really ineluctably linked

a revolutionary process and who therefore dedicated

with power, with authority and with the presentation of

himself to this ‘future-in-the-making’ rather than to

the traditional structure of society? If the concept of

the historical past. This is the reason why his sculpture

history changes, might not the idea behind monument

has been and remains manifestly avant-garde, despite

and statue also change?

the recurrently commemorative and official nature of

Other modern sculptors have realized commemorative

his commissions.

monuments to the heroes and anonymous martyrs of

At the very basis of his work, in fact, is that first

the battle for freedom: Lipchitz, Mirko and Mastroianni,

avant-garde monument created by Tatlin in 1921 for

to name only a few. When the International Competition

the Third International nothing but a great spiral, like

for a Memorial to the Political Prisoner was announced

a spring on the verge of release, expressing visually,

(Džamonja, very young at the time, also took part),

rather than commemorating, the surge to freedom of a

many acknowledged avant-garde artists (e. g. Pevsner

people which had made its own revolution and was now

and Gaba) committed themselves wholeheartedly.

defending it against the forces of reaction.

Director of the Mariinsky Theatre, chief conductor of the Munich
Philharmonic and artistic director of the White Nights Festival in St.
Petersburg. The greatest classical makers in Russian musical history.
Gergiev has focused on recording Russian composers’ works,
both operatic and symphonic, including Mikhail Glinka, Pjotr Ilich
Tchaikovsky, Alexander Borodin, Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov, Sergei
Prokofiev, Dmitri Shostakovich, Igor Stravinsky and Rodion
Shchedrin. Most of his recordings, on the Philips label, are with
the Kirov Orchestra, but he has also recorded with the Vienna
Philharmonic. A recent undertaking, the complete Prokofiev
symphonies, is with the London Symphony Orchestra. He has also
recorded the complete symphonies of Gustav Mahler with the

London Symphony Orchestra; all were recorded live in concert,
issued on the London Symphony Orchestra Live label and made
available on digital media. In 2009, Gergiev and the Mariinsky
launched a Mariinsky Live record label (being distributed by London
Symphony Orchestra Live), with the first two recordings featuring
music by Dmitri Shostakovich. He gets bored when things are too
well planned. He likes to live with adrenalin spirit. If you are late
is because you are busy, and it’s exciting to catch the moments.
Always on the run. He is able to realize near the miracle from his
performance. With no doubt. More is heavy and complicated, more
he is intrigued to develop and resolve the end in different ton. Never
in the same way, with a special acoustic touch.

VALERY GERGIEV
MUSIC
While conducting all over the world, the Mariinsky Theatre

we are proud of all of them.

in St. Petersburg remains my musical and spiritual home.

My search for excellence is not limited to music making

During the some 30 years that I have headed it,

alone, but also includes a search for the perfect sound.

the Mariinsky Orchestra has become one of the world’s leading

The Mariinsky Concert Hall, built in a mere 14 months, is

orchestras and is a regular guest at the world’s most famous

considered one of the best to be found. In June, I inaugurated

concert halls and leading festivals. The Mariinsky Opera

a new hall in Repino, on the outskirts of St. Petersburg.

repertoire has also grown immensely during the course of the

Originally planned for chamber music or small orchestra,

last 30 years and one of my foremost goals was to reintroduce

this hall combines acoustical excellence and natural beauty

opera works that had disappeared from the stage or where

and also offers the audience a magnificent view of an ancient

never performed. Today the opera repertoire includes of 90

oak tree, as large at the actual hall, as seen through the

active titles with performances in the historic opera house -

window, providing a fantastic natural backdrop. Not far from

Mariinsky I - as well at Mariinsky II - the new opera house that

the Finnish bay, It will also give home to master classes and

opened in 2003 and at the Mariinsky Concert Hall.

workshops, thus providing an ideal balance between nature,

Not to be forgotten: the world-famous Mariinsky Ballet, known

music and peace..

for both its classical ballet but for modern dance as well - always

St Petersburg has long been known as Russia’s “Window to

in search of a new language and form of dance expression.

the West” ever since its founding in 1703. Some 300 years

Here at the Mariinsky we offer young talents a chance to

later, in 2015, the Opera House of Vladivostok was made an

perform at an early stage. Quite a few of them have meanwhile

official branch of the Mariinsky Theatre by presidential order

gained international fame. Anna Netrebko is probably the

and herewith creating a unique window - this time to the

most famous example but there are many more as well and

East. In the summer of 2016, I opened the “Mariinsky Far

East Festival” with highlights from the Mariinsky repertoire,

Many of the great houses all over the world complain of a

and soloists and companies from Japan, South Korea, China

loss of audiences. Instead of cutting down on performances,

and Taiwan.

the Mariinsky, however, has increased its number of

The festival was hugely successful, and for those, who could

performances in all its halls and places great emphasis on

not travel to this unique town, could be viewed by music

interesting young audiences to attend a “live performance”.

lovers all over the world on medici.tv.

Chances are that if you don’t start young, you will not come

I founded the Mariinsky label in 2006 to ensure that the

later. The Mariinsky now presents a great number of operas

music we make can be heard on high quality recordings. The

for children, including operas that were written by “children

Mariinsky’s first collaboration with the internet

composers” such as Mozart and Prokofiev, in addition to well-

channel medici.tv started in 2011, with the transmission

known fairy tales and stories set to music. Some of our most

of the entire Tchaikovsky Competition in Moscow. We were

avid opera goers have not even reached the age of three, but

happy to note that millions of people made up our world-wide

return time and again in great expectation.

audience, making this an impressive international event for

And then there’s our choral work, which is also close to my

artists and audience.

heart. As head of the Russian Choral Society, I have created a

And then there is the Moscow Easter Festival, which brings

novel program with a purpose: a chorus in every town. Since

music not only to the cultural centres of Russia, but also to

2014, thousands of children’s choruses have been created

areas which are not exactly located on the ordinary concert

all over the country.

route. Travelling mostly by train, the Mariinsky orchestra has

I am frequently asked how I manage all this along with my

covered up to 10,000 km a festival and have performed in cities

international performances - well, it’s what I do and what I

and town where no other orchestra has ever played before.

want to do, and in the end, it all works out.

Born in the Mediterranean Island of Sardinia, where time
seems that sometimes stops, achieved the maximum all prizes
and awards in the automotive world from different ranges of
cars and brands.
The Italian architect and automobile designer of supercars and
road cars has worked, improved his visions at various companies
such as latest Ferrari, and before Fiat, Lancia, Volkswagen,
SEAT, Skoda, Bentley, Bugatti etc. Choice of choices.
From the simple to the best. Always trying to change the
concept of the new vision. His vision. Flavio Manzoni had the
talent already in his genetic.

Since the childhood when he learned from his father who was
also architect, until his studies of Architecture at University
of Florence, where he was specializing himself in industrial
design. But his mind enlarge opportunity to all different
ranges of visions and concept from the simplest to the most
complicated or the best landmark in automotive world. Every
year with the biggest success.
Every brand, every model, every prize and awards in the
automotive world has touched his “art work”, or every his art
work was always at the top. The last prize that he won is the
Red Dot Best of the Best Product Design for la Ferrari J50.

FLAVIO MANZONI
DESIGN
Among the various forms of artistic expression sculpture is

the poetics of Dušan Džamonja, for whom sculpture is

surely the one that comes closest to the practice of design.

a universe in the process of becoming where fantastic

Many analogies and connecting elements exist between

images and completeness of form, rhythm and weft, sign

design work and the process that the artist goes through in

and surface, thrive on constant vibration and extraordinary

realizing a work of sculpture. Art historians and critics have

communicative force.

appropriately singled out certain corresponding features in
the creative approach, in the relationship with the material,

THE HAND AND THE GESTURE: SCULPTURE AND DESIGN

in the use of the instruments employed in the process of

As a designer I have always appreciated the ability of

execution. There is nonetheless a datum that belongs to the

sculptors to measure themselves against space, their sense

genesis of any work and becomes a peculiar and distinctive

of proportion, dedication in exalting the potentialities of the

moment. I refer to what Nicolai Hartmann, philosopher

material and the specificity of the details, as well as to know

and author of numerous studies on the phenomenology

how to impart a real metamorphosis of the object and to

of the arts, has described as the ‘immediate transparency

stimulate tactile and visual contact, something that in fact

of the fantastic image’ in the physical reality of the

brings sculpture very close to modeling for design.

matter. Whether a pictorial or sculptural work is involved,

I am often asked whence inspiration takes flight, that

Hartmann rightly distinguishes a ‘real stratum’ objectively

particular emotional/creative state that frees the hand and

existing – that occupies a portion of physical space – and an

makes the pencil glide over the sheet to make the object

‘unreal,’ imaginary stratum, not measurable quantitatively,

take shape. In order to answer and to illustrate our work,

which nevertheless appears in the same concreteness

I have occasion to exemplify the creative/planning process

of sensible forms. I find these reflections syntonic with

and to set out some relationships with the context of art and

even of music. Frequently I find myself speaking of holistic

point where artistic sensitivity and design culture meet, a

Every new Ferrari is born out of an awareness and

solicit with attention in the eyes of the beholder a different

design and of lateral thought.

process based on intuition and the ability to abstract from the

understanding of the technical elements that come together

and more intense manner of use, functional and evocative at

In our everyday activity at Ferrari Design, where the

present to give shape to the future, but also the connection

in the project, and we are constantly dealing with matters of

the same time. I believe that our creative/planning approach

employment of the most advanced simulation technologies

between invention and memories, modernity and respect

great complexity.

is ideally very close to the way of conceiving sculpture as

is part of the workday routine, the refinement of the models

for tradition.

The reasons that guide our work are certainly ascribable

always understood and practiced by Dušan Džamonja. I am

to the leadership role traditionally filled by Ferrari in the

thinking of his extraordinary capacity for expression through

still remains the prerogative of the sensitivity and of the
contribution of highly skilled craftsmen/sculptors who assist

SCULPTURE AS ARCHETYPE

world of the automobile, to the performance requirements

the sign, of the clearness of his India ink strokes on paper, a

the designers in the whole process of research and building

The long process that leads from the idea to the

that translate into a series of particular strictures, but

true first genesis vis-à-vis the material to which he will then

of new models and prototypes. In truth, a subtle essence

realization of a physical model makes it possible to single

most especially stem from the powerful and deeply rooted

give shape and structure in reality. And I also find fascinating

joins the experiences of the artist and designer, and is to

out a true archetype of the object. I refer in particular to

symbolic value that the Ferrari make represents universally

on the linguistic plane the procedures that he adopts in

be found precisely in the way of conceiving the object and of

the plenitude of meanings that this term implies, in the

in the collective imagination.

working materials with different characteristics and ductility,

determining the features and appearance thereof, of making

sense of measure and balance, of the quality of planning

When I speak with the designers of my team, I constantly invite

from bronze to iron, from aluminum to weathering steel, in a

explicit the reasons underlying the form together with its

and construction, of the iconic value and, above all, of

them to establish a real interaction with the object at hand, to

subtle play between organic and inorganic matrices, between

substance, fruit at once of doing and thinking.

a concrete functional correspondence that it is able to

grasp the balance of the volumes, the proportions, to lighten

light and heavy, between hard and soft, between surfaces

Designing a Ferrari entails putting into practice all this: the

represent and convey over time.

or give density – if called for – to the flow of the surfaces, to

and volumetric consistency.

IN SPACE AND TIME: WORKS BY DUŠAN DŽAMONJA

the artist and the designer. Sculpture, similarly to what

and 1997, invite us to explore the modulation of elements

music we know how fundamental the syntony of the group

As previously mentioned, I do not believe it inappropriate to

takes place in the field of the automobile – although the

through real deconstructions and recomposition, to grasp

is, the ensemble but also individuality, the ability to listen

place design work in proximity to the world of music, or to

quantity of restrictions is particularly challenging – elicits

a not unambiguous meaning, a rhythm and dialectic

and, above all, intuition, the dynamic process that leads to

discern connections between artistic quest and science. For

a multisensory experience, visual and tactile, but also, and

unexpectedly captivating, enhanced by the materiality

the construction of a piece or to improvisation, to really be

instance, I am fascinated by the studies of mathematician

more profoundly, anthropological in the way of relating to

of the surfaces, in addition to their constructive and

understood as ‘lateral thought,’ the capacity to explore the

Bernhard Riemann on the ‘fourth dimension,’ on unbroken

the object.

architectural value.

unexplored, an opportunity to get into the game, but at the

surfaces. The most advanced modeling and simulation

The projection into the dimension of public space proper

Hence the juxtaposition with other forms of artistic

same time a profound self-searching, albeit made accessible

tools available today, which we here at Ferrari also widely

to the memorials built by Dušan Džamonja to honor war

expression, such as music and poetry, which make

and sharable. There is probably great introspective worth in

employ, by now make it possible to work practically in real

victims attests the acute sensitivity of the Croatian master

the author’s intention comprehensible, the emotional

all this, together with a need to openly express a personal

time, and to modify shapes and volumes that we have honed

and his highly personal way of moving in time between

component perceptible and thus able to guide the transfer

viewpoint, as much in music and art as in the development

manually, more closely attuned to our sensibility and to a

memory and hope, past and contemporaneity. This

of the message to the interlocutor.

of a project. When Dušan Džamonja states that there is no

concrete feasibility. In sculpture as in the field of design,

‘temporal’ texture, marked by a progressive transition

If it is true that the designer’s craft today has become a

exact moment marking the completion of a work, but only a

the objective remains to bring out the gift for expression

from figuration to pure abstraction, which distinguishes a

matter of teamwork, the product of various professional

continuous flow toward becoming, he probably assumes the

and invention. There is, however, an important factor that

large part of his works, turns out to be a constant of all his

skills, I find many points in common between the role

role of spokesman of this voice, of the irrevocable need to be

connotes in a distinctive and enthralling way the labor of

poetics. The series of MS sculptures, done between 1996

of the musician or artist and the task of the designer. In

able to freely continue to speak one’s mind about the world.

New York-based American architect with Anglo-Egyptian origins,
Hani Rashid possesses a humility that is virtue in building inspired
works. Meeting Hani at his Brooklyn home, sitting on his terrace
looking out over New York Harbor and lower Manhattan, one is
taken by the magic of the East River’s constant movement. For
Hani Manhattan’s iconic skyline there on the horizon provides him
with constant inspiration. “I would rather be here where i live above
the Brooklyn Bridge Park taking in nature and oxygen instead of
stuck in endless traffic jams and the mind numbing chaos on the
Manhattan side.” Hani was born in Egypt to an Egyptian farther
and British mother and raised in Europe and Canada. Hani shares
a practice and life with his partner, architect Lise Anne Couture
and together their atelier, an autonomous three-story building in

matte black, is almost factory like. Everything within is crisp white,
with a few accented aqua blue glass walls. The overall vision
communicates order and rigor. As an architect and thinker, Hani
is both calm and intense with a mind that dwells on every detail.
For Hani all virtual experiences allow us to better understand real
space. For Hani and his team at Asymptote, a constant interplay
between the real and virtual is the basis of experimentation
and the way to achieve projects. The Yas Hotel in Abu Dhabi, for
example, with over16,000 embedded LEDs set into its elegant
gridshell, turns ethereal at dusk. This is only one of his designs
that expresses the fluid and dynamic. Asymptote’s buildings are
both always static and dynamic and born from virtual experiments
then expressed vividly as real and permanent architecture.

HANI RASHID
ARCHITECTURE
When we were rebellious young architects, thinking to turn

Our focus is centered about exploring new spatial possibilities

the world on its head, we were obsessed with fusing drawing

in architecture. I know that we are often described as architects

and modeling into a single act. Our early project became the

seemingly preoccupied with form and its manipulation with

drawing as a model and the modeling of our drawings. The

computers and software. However beneath that somewhat

digital tools enabled us to do precisely that. So we started

‘superficial’ reading of what preoccupies us is our primary

using them not as form making tools but rather we were

concern that has always been the problem of spatiality

fetishizing these capabilities inherent to early computing in

itself. In every project, we attempt to define and explore very

architecture. For us these new technologies were perfect

precisely what we might call an “impeccable” spatiality.

vehicles to drive forward our experimentation with optical

The use of parametric tools in reinventing formal aspects

phenomena seeking out interferences, atmospheric results,

of our architecture divulging some sort of new and

ambiguity in meaning and geometry etc… We were curious

transforming spatiality. It is the notion of space itself as

how one would read a building, how one would go through

the protagonist in form making.

space. And today after a few decades from that time we find

For me there is the term “spatial engineer”, allows us to

ourselves producing buildings and using the same digital

question our desire to make form, space and architecture.

tools in new ways we could only have dreamt of back then.

‘Engineers’ make sure that things work well, that aeroplanes

So today we are back with certain polemics from that period

fly, bridges and buildings stand and so on. However, in our

such as creating new types of optical effects and with that

discipline the notion of expertise is often misunderstood,

we don’t really aim to be contemporary rather we are today

where i believe our expertise is in the realm of inventing and

striving for making a timeless architecture with these same

creating form and spatiality. To be a spatial engineers is a way

desires and tools.

of calling attention to this and describing our role as opposed

to being labeled ‘designers’. Something similar can
be said of Dusan Dzamonja where although as an
artist primarily his formidable body of work tends to
focus on a narrower bandwidth of spatial concerns
and affects. For us as architects our focus is more
prosaic as we have to also deal with functionality,
economic viability, utility as well as other aspects.
However never the less our real creative work must
focus on spatial engineering and the larger sphere of
complexities brings the work into focus eventually as
being architecture and not sculpture.
These days it seems as if new architecture more
often than not is being overly influenced by
standard engineering, environmental and behavioral science concerns.
Today to be a ‘thinking architect’ who questions the
status quo and engaged in polemics theory and a larger
discourse than merely designing buildings, essentially
behooves architects to experiment and therefore
struggle with finding new approaches and solutions.
We approach each of our projects as if they are
our first. This sometimes difficult as we don’t rely
on how we accomplished anything prior, but rather
we need to be pushing ourselves to do something
different and fresh as much as that stands against
style and repetition and perhaps even sound good
marketing. Never the less it is imperative today as it
was in the past to work against mass consumption
as a measure of creative and innovative solutions.
I think that the search for us is to somehow to
search for and try and figure out what aspects of our
discipline can touch the human soul or spirit.
Our goal is to build beautiful desirable and intelligent
architecture. We really believe that our built works
and the ones that we are working on now have the
possibility to change the way people think about their
cities and architecture. We hope that our buildings
will have a long-lasting impact and will change
things for the better on many levels.
The Yas hotel in Abu Dhabi for example had the
genesis of its conceptual idea in being shrouded in a
mercury-like liquid veil. That led us to the grid-shell
design and the need to use sophisticated software
to design the skin with parametric software. The

tectonics of speed also played a part because the building

challenge and dilemma is how to enfold and capture both

is the setting for the Formula 1 event each year and these

when creating a work. I am sure that previous generations

races celebrate speed and fluidity. Also this extra layer

of architects would have loved to have access to all these

or skin on the Yas hotel acts as a cooling aspect for that

capabilities and new tools however it is imperative we don’t

building located in a desert climate. Interestingly that

simply fetishize technology yet again. I suppose for us a

was never our intention to make it look like anything

successful project is not the result of our use of we new

recognizable, be that an animal or object, however that it

technologies be that in the creation or enactment of a work,

could at once be referenced and then instantly completely

rather a great result is achieved it seems to me through

blur into its surrounding intrigued us. That is our constant

the appropriate use of technologies and their inherent

desire for our work, that is to merge architecture and form

possibilities and provocations. So one could say that the

with the surrounding environment thereby finding ways

asymptotic line that we move along in each of our projects

to not only express complexity but also to tweak out what

is to seek out a symbiotic and synergetic incorporation of

is the most elegant, pristine, and integrated architectural

technologically influenced aspects in order to find a kind of

and urbanistic solution we can come up with.

perfection and sophistication in the outcome. It is important

There is a very fine line to tread in regards to this, on the

to acknowledge that we are always in fact working within

one hand we are curious as to what new and advanced

limits never the less, and the struggle for timelessness

technologies can bring to the table? And needless to say we

elegance and some semblance of ethereal beauty is for us

are compelled to use whatever technologies are available

the goal. It seems sometimes that as we go forward we also

to us. On the other although it might seem absurd to revert

need to constantly look back to history without becoming

to analog techniques and old school methodologies they

problematically fixated on any one particular aspect, style,

too continue to hold promise in the creative process. So the

architect or movement.

PODGARIC

The Monument to the Revolution at Podgaric, 1965-1967,
is perhaps the most ambitious attempt to situate in a vast
landscape a form which gives a mighty impulse of movement.
It is based on the relation between two materials and two
symbolical themes. The part in cement forms two wing-like
structures, with two floors on one side, three on the other: the
image evoked is, of an airplane, but the symmetry suggests
a rotatory movement, a screw. The motorial fulcrum is an
element in metal, as though of metal plates held in place by
enormous bolts: a mechanical contrivance which seems to
rotate at great speed, like, in fact, a propeller. It lies on the top
of a hill: a succession of wide steps in cement mediates the
relawon between the slope of the ground and the ascensional
dynamic of the block.

SKYSCRAPER

In Džamonja the concept of a monument is certainly more
complex because it generally unites a commemoration
of the dead and a visual ideological conception.
Although no longer representational, it nevertheless
preserves the essentially “humanist” characteristics
of the statue. Always, there is the sense of a vast space
in which a nucleus of the greatest intensity of shape
and light comes into being - a vast space and luminous
intensity in which are concentrated a profusion of
symbolical meanings which are, however, devoid of
ideological content.

The nucleus, seldom compact, is essentially an open
structure made up of an infinite number of signs which
give it sufficient momentum to irradiate and multiply in
space; it is as though the shape were animated by two
opposing drives, of implosion and explosion. Since the
nucleus is usually spherical or spheroid, reminiscent
of the globe, the deformations present seem to be
determined by the different speeds of its rotary and
orbital movements. A basic symbolism exists: the
shape is intrinsically symbolical because it expresses
the relationship between two opposite dimensions: the
point and the infinite.

BIG MOSQUE

Džamonja does not use the monument to impose a form or
spread a message: it is the center of his search. The matrix
of the monument is not architectonic, but representational:
the single figure or the sculptured group. This is an
essential characteristic of the fundamentally “humanist”
culture of the artist, for whom the formal structure of the
sculpture cannot be separated from its subject.
The constructive element in the symbology of the brick is
obvious, but it is not the only one: the brick is a module
created for infinite repetition which, by its geometric
regularity, eliminates every feeling of anguish. It would
seem that, at a time when his work has reached its
greatest maturity, Džamonja is searching for a common
denominator between organic and man-made structures,
between the cell and the module.

The third element used by Džamonja in his plastic
microstructures is the brick, which has always been
reduced to minimal dimensions, to the size of a tessera for
a mosaic. The craft is no longer that of the smith but that
of the builder, more organized and serene. Sometimes
he associates a softer material such as wood. Since the
underlying surface is curved, deep and regular fissures
form between the bricks which, catching the light like
the tesserae of Byzantine mosaics, give the idea of the
thickness of the surface and of the inner space.
As in Byzantine art, iconographic constancy does not limit
but rather favors a ductility of style: there are variations
in the orbital motion, in the consistency of the fabric of
nails, chain or minute bricks, in the filtration of the light,
and in the relationship between the plastic elements.

AIRPORT

In Džamonja the concept of a monument is certainly more
complex because it generally unites a commemoration
of the dead and a visual ideological conception. Although
no longer representational, it nevertheless preserves
the essentially “humanist” characteristics of the statue.
Always, there is the sense of a vast space in which a
nucleus of the greatest intensity of shape and light comes
into being - a vast space and luminous intensity in which
are concentrated a profusion of symbolical meanings
which are, however, devoid of ideological content.

KOZARA

At Kozara, there is triumph in the air, although a trace
of intense passion is retained in the tension of the
forms. Positioned radially, the outer elements design
a convergence of prospective which prepares the way
for the upward surge of the cylindrical nucleus of
the tower. This gives the idea of the monoblock of an
engine: it rises in four great rings, in a radial formation
of protruding elements, the front face of which,
rectangular in shape, has embedded in its surface
thin sheets of steel which, reflecting the light, give the
impression that the nucleus radiates light.

